Knowledge Organiser Year 3 History: Land of the Pharaohs: Ancient Egypt:

Concept: Perspective
Key Vocabulary
civilization

A stable society with its own culture and way of
life.

Pharaoh

A ruler of Ancient Egypt

temple

A building used for the worship of a god or
gods in some religions

tomb

A large stone structure or underground room
where someone, especially an important
person, is buried

papyrus

A reed that grew around the river Nile which
was used to create paper.

Egyptologist

Somebody who studies the history of Ancient
Egypt.

archaeologist

A person who studies history by excavating sites
and studying artefacts.

primary source

A piece of evidence created at the time of an
event

secondary
source

A piece of evidence created after the time of
the event

hieroglyphics

A system of writing that used symbols instead of
letters.

Knowledge Organiser Year 3 History: Our Cornwall: Cornish Mining: Concept: Cause and Effect

Key Vocabulary
China clay

A fine white clay used in ceramic
production among other uses.

tin

A silvery white metal

copper

A red-brown metal

ore

A naturally occurring rock which
contains metal or mineral

open cast
mine

A form of mining which extracts
rock from the surface of the
earth.

sub-surface
mine

A form of mining that involves
digging tunnels or shafts to reach
buried ore.

shaft

A vertical hole which that gives
entrance to a mine.

engine house

A building where a large engine
is located

mineral

A solid, naturally occurring
substance

Richard Trevithick
Mining Engineer
1771-1833

Copper

Humphrey Davy
Inventor
1778-1829

Tin

China Clay

By the mid-1700s, Cornwall was producing around
12,000 tons of copper ore a year! During the
19th Century, mining in Cornwall reached its peak, with
around 2,000 mines in action across the county.

Knowledge Organiser Year 3 History: Stone Age: Stone Age to Iron Age

Concept: Continuity and Change

Stone Age

Key Vocabulary
artefact

An object made by a human being

monument

Something built to remember an important person or event

preserve

To keep something in good condition

tribe

A group of people who live together

flint

A type of stone used to create blades, knives and arrows
for hunting

settlement

A place where a group of people live together

Homo Sapiens

The type of human species today

hill fort

A settlement situated on a hill which is easily defended,

hunter-gatherer

People who lived by hunting and gathering their food.

Bronze Age

Iron Age

